Evolving trends in the successful management of interstitial cystitis/painful bladder syndrome.
To provide an overview of interstitial cystitis (IC), including the presentation of patients with the disorder, and to explore diagnostic and treatment options. Current literature concerning the history, etiology, diagnosis and treatment of IC was used to support expert recommendations regarding patient management. Experts discussed the literature surrounding IC, focusing on diagnostic tools and currently available treatment modalities. Diagnosis of IC may often be delayed or missed due to the similarity of symptoms with a number of other conditions. A detailed medical history and careful physical examination are key for diagnosis, and a variety of screening and diagnostic tools are also available. Once a patient is diagnosed with IC, multimodal treatment through pharmacological and nonpharmacological approaches is recommended. The involvement of both the patient and physician in determining the therapeutic approach, the use of multimodal therapies, regular follow-up and staff involvement in care can bring relief to a substantial number of patients with this condition.